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Season 3, Episode 7
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Everything's Coming up Mellie



Mellie is still trying to recover from the public backlash of the last year so she decides to do a hard-hitting news interview. Meanwhile, as Cyrus continues to plot against Sally Langston, we learn how Fitz, Mellie and Cyrus became a team. Back at OPA, Huck continues to push Quinn away, but Quinn's bloodlust could get her into some dangerous situations.
Quest roles:
Dan Bucatinsky(James Novak), Kate Burton(Sally Langston), Lauren Stamile(Carla), Khandi Alexander(Maya Lewis), Molly Baker(Rachel Moss), George Newbern(Charlie), Sharmila Devar(Lauren Wellman), Joe Morton(Eli 'Rowan' Pope), Jack Coleman(Daniel Douglas Langston), Barry Bostwick(Jerry Grant), Sal Landi(Mike), Gigi Bermingham(Donna Rowe), Meg Cionni(Amber), Leonard Kelly-Young(Security Guard), Javier Calderon(Marine), Jason Medwin(Guard)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
14 November 2013, 22:00
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